Tanwayour Canton meeting 5/6/17
Present: Eblenn, Asa, Ellyn, Torsteinn, Appolonia, Ambrose, Ocelotl
Seneschal Report: Not much to report. A few things to bring up in New business
A&S Report: Nothing to report, we're dark this month with Potrero prep.
Exchequer Report: We have $4253 in the bank with one outstanding check to the Kingdom
Travel fund and one pending from Tanwayour anniversary to deposit for $20
Old Business:
Numbers for Anniversary: 74 in attendance, 32 people bought lunch.
Nobody had to pay for extra parking. Eblenn found a wooden TV table with a splash of blue
paint on in that no one will claim. Eblenn will give it to Ambrose. Anniversary went really well.
Ambrose beat his knight in the tournament. The Round Robin scenario was easy to manage for
Lists and allowed everyone to fight everyone else. Ketill stepped down as webwright so Ellyn
will be trying to update the website and will be taking notes for our meetings.
Appolonia asked if she can donate Potrero volunteer hours to the canton and we said Heck
Yeah.
New Business:
Eblenn has been working on a theme for next year's Anniversary. Wants to do ‘The New World
welcomes the Spaniards to Mexico.’ The lunch theme will be based on this. Tamales and other
Aztec food and drinks. Ocelotl has some Aztec games in mind and will run that part and
participate in the food preparation.
Menu: Tamales, nopales (cactus salad), pozole (hominy with meat in a soup), For Drinks if it's
cold we'll have champurrado or atole, or if it‘s hot a cold corn drink called Tejuino. We would like
to give the Baron and Baroness something from the Aztec culture. It was suggested that we do
a fake sacrifice and hand the 'beating heart' to the Baron and Baroness. Ocelotl was suggested
as the sacrificial victim. What about the clothes? We don't have to dress like Aztecs but if people
want to that's fine. They could also be Spanish 15th century or Viking. Our current date is April
7th but that could change depending on what the Kingdom Calendar ends up being. Then
someone suggested that the winner of the heavies tournament should be the sacrifice to the
Sun God, but that’s against state and local laws. Ocelotl can be the token autocrat for the event,
since he was late to the meeting and we decided before he arrived.
A&S Night will return in June. The 20th is Asa's birthday so if we want we can do the arts night
at someone's house and celebrate her birthday at the same time. Ellyn will try to get her patio in
shape to have it there. Asa can’t really have it at her house because she’s got a broken foot and
Torsteinn would have to clean the house.
Our next meeting is scheduled for Sunday June 4. Anyone have any issues with meeting same
time as Brigade Practice? We could change the meeting to second Sunday if we want. Or move
it to AGRC. Voted on returning to AGRC at 3pm after Brigade practice.
Meeting adjourned at 4pm.

